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I photo'd this bird (called a “kite”) in Kamakura Japan
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This and the next few are 
photos I took at Snowbird 
over the years.
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Parable of the elephant and the 
blind men (Buddhist ~500 BC)

F h G l f Sh i R k i h ( 191 1942 di i ) (B ddhi 500 BC)From the Gospel of Shri Ramakrishna (p. 191, 1942 edition) (Buddhist ~500 BC) 

"Once some blind men chanced to come near an animal that someone 
told them was an elephant. They were asked what the elephant was like. p y p
The blind men began to feel its body. 
• One of them said the elephant was like a pillar; he had touched only 

it lits leg. 
• Another said it was like a winnowing-fan; he had touched only its ear. 
• In this way the others having touched its tail or belly or trunk gave• In this way the others, having touched its tail or belly or trunk, gave 

their different versions of the elephant.”
Just so, a person who has seen only one aspect or facet of Chaos limits 
Chaos to that alone. 
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Parable of the elephant and the 
blind men (Buddhist ~500 BC)

F h G l f Sh i R k i h ( 191 1942 di i ) (B ddhi 500 BC)From the Gospel of Shri Ramakrishna (p. 191, 1942 edition) (Buddhist ~500 BC) 

"Once some blind men chanced to come near an animal that someone 
told them was an elephant. They were asked what the elephant was like. p y p
The blind men began to feel its body. 
• One of them said the elephant was like a pillar; he had touched only 

it lits leg. 
• Another said it was like a winnowing-fan; he had touched only its ear. 
• In this way the others having touched its tail or belly gave their• In this way the others, having touched its tail or belly, gave their 

different versions of the elephant.”
Just so, a person who has seen only one aspect or facet of Chaos sees 
Chaos as that alone. 
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Three kinds of deterministic 
behavior for bounded dynamical 

behavior (ignoring transients)behavior (ignoring transients)
• A. Steady state
• B. Periodic or quasiperiodic
• C Chaotic (like x → 2x mod 1) has exponentialC. Chaotic (like x → 2x mod 1) has exponential 

growth in uncertainty and statistical regularity
facet 1. stable, invariant probability distribution, p y
facet 2. unstable; but the instability is low dimensional
facet 3. “doubling times”, exponential growth in uncertainty
facet 4. Controllability or partial control
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x → 2xx → 2x
x in 0≤ x <1 is fraction of a revolution

• .33
→ 66→.66
→1.32=.32

64→.64
→.28
→.56
→ 12→.12
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x → 2xx → 2x
x in 0≤ x <1 is fraction of a revolution

• .33 1/3
→ 66 → 2/3→.66 → 2/3
→1.32=.32 →1/3

64 2/3→.64 →2/3
→.28 →1/3
→.56 →2/3
→ 12 →1/3→.12 →1/3
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x → 2xx → 2x
x in 0≤ x <1 is fraction of a revolution

• .33 1/3 1/300
→ 66 → 2/3 2/300→.66 → 2/3 2/300
→1.32=.32 →1/3 3/300???

64 2/3→.64 →2/3
→.28 →1/3
→.56 →2/3
→ 12 →1/3→.12 →1/3
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x → 2xx → 2x
x in 0≤ x <1 is fraction of a revolution

• .33 1/3 1/300
→ 66 → 2/3 2/300→.66 → 2/3 2/300
→1.32=.32 →1/3 4/300

64 2/3→.64 →2/3
→.28 →1/3
→.56 →2/3
→ 12 →1/3→.12 →1/3
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x → 2xx → 2x
exponential divergence of trajectories

• .33 1/3 1/300
→ 66 →2/3 2/300→.66 →2/3 2/300
→1.32=.32 →1/3 4/300

64 2/3 8/300→.64 →2/3 8/300
→.28 →1/3 16/300
→.56 →2/3 32/300
→ 12 →1/3 64/300→.12 →1/3 64/300

128/300 15



Two facets of Chaos 
from Period 3 implies chaos,from Period 3 implies chaos, 

Li & Yorke 1975
F ti i t l if thFor a continuous map on an interval, if there 
is a period three orbit, 
Then
• There are lots of periodic orbits with p

infinitely many periods present; also
• There is a scrambled set (mixing).There is a scrambled set (mixing).
I conjecture that if the map is smooth (C2)
th th di l th f f hthen the map displays another face of chaos:
• There is an invariant fractal set on which 16



Three facets of Chaos?Three facets of Chaos?

F ti i t l if thFor a continuous map on an interval, if there 
is a period three orbit, 
Then
• There are lots of periodic orbits; alsop
• There is a scrambled set (mixing)
I conjecture that if the map is smooth (C2)I conjecture that if the map is smooth (C2)
then the map displays another facet of chaos:
• There is an invariant fractal set on which 

the map has a positive Lyapunov exponent.17



Another Facet of Chaos: broad band in 
power spectra of experimental data

F H S i d J G ll b th i• For Harry Swinney and Jerry Gollub, their 
Taylor-Couette fluids behaved chaotically 

b th i ti i h d b d--because their time series had broad 
spectra.
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Forced damped pendulum:  basins of
3 fi d i t tt t f t l b d i3 fixed point attractors; fractal boundaries
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Forced damped pendulum 
“W d b i ”“Wada basins”

•

Each boundary point of any of the 3 basins is on the boundary of all 
three!! Kennedy –Nusse - Yorke 20



My Applied Chaos research in the last 
10 years:y

4 more facets of chaos (more or less)

I also continue to be fascinated with pure 
aspects of the topology of chaos but these areaspects of the topology of chaos but these are 
too difficult to describe briefly. So I will stick 
to applicationsto applications.
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facet 1 Statistical regularityfacet 1. Statistical regularity
applied to 

HIV/AIDS t i i d iHIV/AIDS transmission dynamicsQ1?   A debate: 
How long after becoming infected is a person most g g p
likely to infect others?
Choices:
A. In the first 2 months after infection?
B. 7 to 10 years after infection?y
Brandy L. Rapatski, Frederick Suppe, and J A. Y , 
HIV Epidemics Driven by Late Disease-Stage 
Transmission, JAIDS = Journal of Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndromes, 38, 2005, 241-253 22
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What I should have titled my first chaos paper:What I should have titled my first chaos paper:
“Chaos implies Statistical Regularity”

When trajectories behave chaoticly trajectories of probabilityWhen trajectories behave chaoticly, trajectories of probability 
densities have stable dynamics.

• Example: The slope s tent map on [0,1] where 1 < s <= 2
• For almost every initial point in [0,1], its trajectory has an 

invariant density: the fraction of time the trajectory spends in 
any interval is independent of initial condition 

A. Lasota and J. Yorke, On the existence of invariant measures 
for piecewise monotonic transformations, 
Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 186 (1973), 481-488. 
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HIV & Statistical regularity

HIV individuals behave chaotically, but 
collectively the expected values behavior y p
according to non-chaotic dynamics.

When the epidemic breaks out, the p ,
growth  in the expected value of the 
numbers infected satisfy simple dynamical y p y
systems with time delays. 
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Statistical regularity
applied topp

HIV/AIDS transmission dynamics

Question:
What is the typical time delay between becoming yp y g
infected and transmitting the infection?
Choices:
A. In the first 2 months after infection?
B. 7 to 10 years after infection?y
Brandy L. Rapatski, Frederick Suppe, and J A. Y , 
HIV Epidemics Driven by Late Disease-Stage 
Transmission, JAIDS = Journal of Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndromes, 38, 2005, 241-253 26



HIV/AIDS transmission dynamics
Q: A debate: 
How long after becoming infected is a person most g g p
likely to infect others?
Choices:
A. In the first 2 months after infection???
B. 7 to 10 years after infection!!! according to:y g
Brandy L. Rapatski, Frederick Suppe, and J A. Y , 
HIV Epidemics Driven by Late Disease-Stage 
Transmission, JAIDS = Journal of Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndromes, 38, 2005, 241-253 27
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HIV news (Washington Post May 12, 2011)

• “AIDS researchers announced Thursday that a 
study conducted in nine countries has proved the y p
long-standing hunch that HIV-infected people on 
treatment are much less likely to transmit the virus y
than people who aren’t taking the drugs.”

• "Researchers in British Columbia last year reportedResearchers in British Columbia last year reported 
that the rate of new infection for the entire province 
declined after a policy of widespread HIV testingdeclined after a policy of widespread HIV testing 
and early treatment was adopted. " 29
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Doubling Times during HIVDoubling Times during HIV 
outbreaks

Doubling

Population

Doubling 
time 

(years)

San Francisco (~1980) 0.3

Africa (1950-2000) ~2
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HIV/AIDS transmission dynamics

Q2: Why are more men than women 
i f t d d i HIV tb k ?infected during HIV outbreaks?
• Until recently most heterosexual 

populations have more men infected than 
women, but women are reported to be 
significantly less infectious than men.  

WHY??? 32



facet 2.
UMD Chaos-Weather
Group & collaborators:
Chris Danforthfacet 2.

The Key Question in Our Chaos-
B d W th P di ti P j t

Chris Danforth
Elana Fertig
Gyorgyi Gyarmati
John Harlim

What is the Weather 
Based Weather Prediction Project: Brian Hunt

Kayo Ide
Eugenia Kalnay

Now? (worldwide) Eric Kostelich
David Kuhl
Takemasa Miyoshi
D M kDagmar Merkova
Mike Oczkowski
Edward Ott
Dhanurjay PatilDhanurjay Patil
Tim Sauer
Istvan Szunyogh
James Yorke

Funding: 
W. M. Keck Foundation, James Yorke

Aleksey ZiminJ. S. McDonnell Foundation, 
ARO, NASA, NOAA, NSF 33



What is the Weather Now?What is the Weather Now? 
(worldwide)

• What is chaos???
S stems that are e er here nstable b tSystems that are everywhere unstable but 
the instability is low dimensional.

In my view, Turbulence is not “chaotic” 
because its unstable dimension is too high.
The same is true of the stock market.

34



What is the Weather Now?What is the Weather Now? 
(worldwide)

• What is chaos???
S stems that are e er here nstable b tSystems that are everywhere unstable but 
the instability is low dimensional.
≈ number of positive exponents

We are not creating a model but use a 
model to determine the weather now.
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What is the Weather Now?What is the Weather Now? 
(worldwide)

• What is chaos???
S stems that are e er here nstable b tSystems that are everywhere unstable but 
the instability is low dimensional.
≈ number of positive exponents

We are not creating a model but use a 
model to determine the weather now.
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An example of Several 4.5-Day 
Forecasts of where the jet stream will be.
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Several 2.5 Day Forecasts --
Predictable in some places and not in othersPredictable in some places and not in others
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What is the weather now near here?

• We take ~100 slightly different initial conditions 
for perhaps one da agofor perhaps one day ago.

• We use the given model to solve for the 100 
j i d i l l litrajectories. We determine a local linear 

combination of these that is most in agreement with 
h b i h dthe observations over the past day. 

• That is our “estimate” of the weather now. 
It has all 3M coordinates defined.

(Actually we produce a probability distribution)(Actually we produce a probability distribution)
39
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What is the weather now worldwide?

• We repeat the process in all over the world 
using local weather measurements,  and g ,
piece the results together to get a 
worldwide estimate of the weather nowworldwide estimate of the weather now.

• That provides an estimate for all 3M 
variablesvariables.
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What is the weather now worldwide?

• We repeat the process in all over the world 
using local weather measurements,  and g ,
piece the results together to get a 
worldwide estimate of the weather nowworldwide estimate of the weather now.

• That provides an estimate for all 3million 
variables for the weather nowvariables for the weather now.
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(Not our 
group’s 

k)work)
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facet 3. Chaotic systems have “doubling times”
Problems of Genome Assembly

Funding: Nat. Inst. Health & U.S. 
Multiple copies of DNA

Create Fragments of 200 -
200 000 “b ”

g
Dept. of Agriculture  (USDA)

200,000 “bases” 
(denoted A C G and T)

No information is 
retained on which part 
of the DNA the UMD Genome Assembly people: o t e t e
fragments came from.

JY, Aleksey Zimin, Guillaume Marcais, Mike 
Roberts, Suzanne Sindi,  Poorani Subramanian; 
Steven Salzberg and his group 44



facet 3. Chaotic systems have “doubling times”
Genome Assembly has a discrete analog ofGenome Assembly has a discrete analog of 

chaos
Multiple copies of DNA

Read ~100 letters on each end of each fragment-
with errors; you get millions of such fragments: 
Figure out how they go together. 45



Shift dynamics on the k-mers ofShift dynamics on the k mers of 
the fragments of the genome 

• k-mer := a sequence of k letters (k~1 or 100)
• Take a k-mer that appears in the genome,Take a k mer that appears in the genome, 

possibly in multiple places. Can we predict 
what the next k-mer is, if we shift over bywhat the next k mer is, if we shift over by 
one letter? Sometimes yes, but sometimes 
there are two or more answers. Following t e e a e two o o e a swe s. o ow g
those k-mers leads to more branching.

• The number of k-mers that can be reached• The number of k-mers that can be reached 
after T shifts grows exponentially 46



Shift dynamics on the k-mers ofShift dynamics on the k mers of 
the fragments of the genome 

• k-mer := a sequence of k letters, A,C,G,&T 
• Take a k-mer that appears in the fragmentsTake a k mer that appears in the fragments, 

possibly in multiple places. Can we predict 
what the next k-mer is if we shift right bywhat the next k mer is, if we shift right by 
one letter?

• The number of k mers that can be reached• The number of k-mers that can be reached 
after T shifts grows exponentially
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Dynamics on k-mers
In some places the sequence can be extended in two (or more) ways,
providing two paths to follow.

k=31 letters
CATCATCATCATCCATCATCATCATC

AGTGATTAGATGATAGTAGAGATAGATAGACC
ACTCATCATAC

Proceeding further each branch eventually 
bifurcates, and the number of possible k-mers
we can reach increases exponentially.
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Shift on the set of k-mers
In some places the sequence can be extended in two (or more) ways,
providing two paths to follow.

31 letters
CATCATCATCATCCATCATCATCATC

AGTGATTAGATGATAGTAGAGATAGATAGACC
ACTCATCATAC

Proceeding further each branch eventually 
bifurcates, and the number of possible k-mers
we can reach increases exponentially.
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A bifurcation
In some places the sequence can be extended in two (or more) ways,
providing two paths to follow.

k=31 letters
CATCATCATCATCCATCATCATCATC

AGTGATTAGATGATAGTAGAGATAGATAGACC
ACTCATCATAC

Proceeding further each branch eventually 
bifurcates, and the number of possible k-mers
we can reach increases exponentially.
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A bifurcation: 2 choices
In some places the sequence can be extended in two (or more) ways,
providing two paths to follow.

k=31 letters
CATCATCATCATCCATCATCATCATC

AGTGATTAGATGATAGTAGAGATAGATAGACC
ACTCATCATAC

Proceeding further each branch eventually 
bifurcates, and the number of possible k-mers
we can reach after n shifts 
increases exponentially - hence chaos 51



The current big genome problemg g p
• 1998: The first big genome problem was how to 

assemble fragments of a genomeassemble fragments of a genome. 
(Solved by TIGR and Celera Genomics in 2000)

• 2005: The next problem was how do you get enough• 2005: The next problem was how do you get enough 
money to create the fragments (solved by fragment 
makers “454” and Illumina))

• 2011: The current problem is too much low quality data: 
how to solve for huge numbers of genomes. (My group is g g ( y g p
solving this with a factor of 10 speedup, I hope).

Human genome assembled       40,000,000 big fragments
Pine tree genome: assemble 4,000,000,000 small fragments
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The current big genome problemg g p
• 1998: The first big genome problem was how to 

assemble fragments of a genomeassemble fragments of a genome. 
(Solved by TIGR and Celera Genomics in 2000)

• 2005: The next problem was how do you get enough• 2005: The next problem was how do you get enough 
money to create the fragments (solved by fragment 
makers “454” and Illumina). Cost ~$40M for a mammal) $

• 2011: The current problem is too much low quality data: 
short fragments with lots of errors. g

• Human genome assembled       40,000,000 big fragments
Pine tree genome: assemble 4,000,000,000 small fragmentsg , , , g
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The current big genome problemg g p
• 1998: The first big genome problem was how to 

assemble fragments of a genome (Solved by TIGR andassemble fragments of a genome. (Solved by TIGR and 
Celera Genomics)

• 2005: The next problem was how do you get enough• 2005: The next problem was how do you get enough 
money to create the fragments (solved by fragment 
makers “454” and Illumina) Cost ~$40M for a mammal) $

• 2011: Now the cost has dropped to ~$40K when 
generating the fragments a new way. g g g y
The current problem: the fragments are low quality: 
short fragments with lots of errors. 

• Human genome assembled       40,000,000 big fragments
Pine tree genome: assemble 4,000,000,000 small fragments
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Our big genome problemg g p
• We have a USDA grant to determing the sequence of the 

pine tree genomepine tree genome. 
It is 7 times bigger than anything sequenced so far.

• Human genome has ~3 billion bases. 
It was assembled using 40 million big fragmentsIt was assembled using 40 million big fragments

The Pine tree genome has ~24 billion bases:The Pine tree genome has ~24 billion bases: 
We will need to assemble 4 billion small fragments
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facet 4 Partial Chaos Control:facet 4. Partial Chaos Control: 
The Game of Survival

My Collaborators in Survival:
Miguel Sanjuán,

Samuel ZambranoSamuel Zambrano, 
Juan Sabuco
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4 Partial Chaos Control:4. Partial Chaos Control: 
The game of survival

Chaos can be controlled, but needs a more applicable 
theory

I h f i l h i di bili i h• In the game of survival, there is unpredictability even with 
control

• When I became chair of Univ. of Maryland Math Dept,When I became chair of Univ. of Maryland Math Dept,  
my approach was to ask - What are the worst events that 
can happen - & Make sure they don’t.

h h h i id i f h iWe have shown that in  a wide variety of chaotic systems, 
there is a way to partially control the trajectories with a 
control smaller than the noise in the system.y
You can avoid the worst situations without controlling 
where you will be. 57



4 Partial Chaos Control:4. Partial Chaos Control: 
The game of survival

Chaos can be controlled, but needs a more applicable 
theory

I h f i l h i di bili i h• In the game of survival, there is unpredictability even with 
control
We have shown that in a wide variety of chaotic systems,We have shown that in  a wide variety of chaotic systems, 
there is a way to partially control the trajectories with a 
control smaller than the noise in the system.

id h i i i h b i blYou can avoid the worst situations without being able to 
control where you will be.
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A traditional example

• p -> 2p  NOT mod 1.
Every trajectory except 0 goes to infinityEvery trajectory except 0 goes to infinity. 
Now add noise and control.
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Traditional control theory of unstable systemsTraditional control theory of unstable systems 
forces the future behavior

• The simplest case -- a single linear map, where a noise u is
applied and then we apply control r

p2p ++
noise

Where the control r is chosen after the noise u is applied

rup2p 1 nnnn ++=+ control

Where the control r is chosen after the noise u is applied
• We can remain near p = 0 only if

control ≥ noisecontrol ≥ noise
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Example: Hénon Attractor
Dark blue = 
basin of ∞

+4
Attractor

basin of ∞

Attractor

y

Q

-4 +4-4
x
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• c=control bound; n = noise bound.
• Let ball(c,S) be the set of points that are withinLet ball(c,S) be the set of points that are within 

distance c of S, and that includes S. 
• So ball(n, f(S)) is the set of points that the noise can ( , ( )) p

drive a point in f(S) to.
• The picture is correct if each point of ball(n, f(S)) is p p ( ( ))

within c of S. 
• That is, if ball(n, f(S)) is a subset of ball(c,S).
• So all one has to do is compare the pictures of ball(n, 

f(S)) and ball(c,S).
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Red dots = {pn=(xn ,yn)}n n n
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Light blue = safe set;
When u pushes p out you can get back inWhen u pushes p out, you can get back in
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Summary: 4 facets of chaos

• 1 HIV: statistical regularity1. HIV: statistical regularity
• 2. Weather: low dimensional chaos (locally)

3 G d bli i f k hif• 3. Genomes: doubling times for k-mer shifts
• 4. Control and Partial control of chaos
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My Collaborators in Survival:My Collaborators in Survival:
Miguel Sanjuán, Samuel Zambrano, 

Juan Sabuco,

J. Aguirre, F. d'Ovidio, M. A. F. Sanjuán. Controlling chaotic transients: 
Y k ' G f S i l Ph i l R i E 69 016203 (2004)

Juan Sabuco, 

Yorke's Game of Survival. Physical Review E 69, 016203 (2004).

S. Zambrano, M. A. F. Sanjuán and J. A. Yorke. Partial  Control of chaotic systems. Physical 
Review E 77, 055201R (2008).

And several more applicationsitles by Sanjuan and Zambrano and their collaborators:
Partial Control of the Bouncing Ball Map. 
Exploring Partial Control of chaotic systems. 
Partial control of chaotic transients and escape timesPartial control of chaotic transients and escape times
Partial Control of Transient Chaos in Electronic Circuits.
Partial Control of Transient Chaos in Electronic Circuits.
Partial Control of escapes in open Hamiltonian systems
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